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Solar Control Glass
High Selective- The Top Performer:
a range of highly selective, coated glass 
combining solar control with a high light
transmission and low E properties
-High Light transmission
-Low solar factor
-Neutral appearance-Neutral appearance
-Optimum thermal insulation
-Wide choice of performance
-Short lead time

High Performance- The All-rounder:
a range of coated glass combining solar
control and low E properties
-Choice of light transmission-Choice of light transmission
-Low solar heat gain
-Choice of coloured or neutral appearance
-High thermal insulation
-Wide choice of performance
-Short lead times

Solar- The Specialist:
a range of coated solar control glassa range of coated solar control glass
-Huge choice of light transmission
-Low solar heat gain
-Choice of coloured or reflective appearance
-Wide choice of performance
-High thermal insulation when used with Climaguard
 on inner pane
-Short lead times-Short lead times
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The Light and solar performance of glass
In addition to admitting light and providing a view out, windows also allow the heat from the sun to enter a building. During the winter this can In addition to admitting light and providing a view out, windows also allow the heat from the sun to enter a building. During the winter this can 
be considered a benefit- offsetting heating costs by providing ‘free’ heat on sunny days. During the summer months, however, unless some 
form of solar control is considered, this heat from the sun could be regarded as a disadvantage, necessitating the use of expensive air 
conditioning to avoid uncomfortably hot conditions. Various techniques are available to control the amount of light and solar heat gain coming 
through windows, including the use of external and internal shading (either fixed or adjustable), solar control glasses and or low emissitvity through windows, including the use of external and internal shading (either fixed or adjustable), solar control glasses and or low emissitvity 
glasses.

Solar radiation from the sun is transmitted by three mechanisms: reflection, transmission and absorption, which for light and solar control are 
defined as follows;


